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Introductions

What is your name/job title?

What grade/subjects do you teach?

How many years have you been teaching math?

How do you teach mathematics vocabulary?

Which math vocabulary words are difficult for your students to 
understand?



Why is math vocabulary difficult for students?



Math Vocabulary Difficulties

Shared meaning in math and English

Different meanings in math and English

Multiple meanings in mathematics

Shared meaning with another content area

Homonyms with other terms

Different from terms in other languages



Math Vocabulary Difficulties
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Plane
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Language of Mathematics

proper fraction

decimal
simplest form

multiple

improper fraction

numerator
denominator least common multiple

Fraction

mixed number



degree



Mathematics Vocabulary



Mathematics Vocabulary



Vocabulary Across Grades
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Sample
2 cohorts

13 schools

37 third-grade 
teachers
(n = 673)

13 schools

44 third-grade 
teachers
(n = 585)



1. Identify English learners



English learners

Identified by classroom teacher as:
• English learner (EL)
• Non-English learner (non-EL)



2. Identify mathematics difficulty



Equation-Solving Difficulty
Open Equations (Powell, 2007)
Equations difficulty <27th percentile; α  = .93



Word-Problem Difficulty
Single-Digit Word Problems (Jordan & Hanich, 2000)
Word-problem difficulty <28th percentile; α  = .89











4 = advanced high
3 = advanced
2 = intermediate
1 = beginning



Mathematics Vocabulary
Third-Grade Mathematics Vocabulary (Powell & Tran, 2016)
α  = .92

NUMBER AND 
OPERATIONS

NUMBER AND 
OPERATIONS -

FRACTIONS
MEASUREMENTGEOMETRY



circle
triangle

rectangle
parallelogram

rhombus
square

trapezoid

odd
even

fraction

line
line segment



expanded form

unit fraction

array

edge
face

vertex

polygon



right angle

equation

standard form

perimeter
area

equivalent 
fractions

quadrilateral



cube
rectangular pyramid

rectangular prism
triangular prism

bar graph
dot plot

pictograph
tally chart

angle



addend
difference
dividend
divisor
factor

minuend
product
quotient

sum

remainder

numerator
denominator

sides



For non-English learners



For English learners



F = 89.85, p < .001



F = 7.23, p = .008



F = 2.39, p = .124



F = 2.21, p = .147



NUMBER AND 
OPERATIONS

NUMBER AND 
OPERATIONS -

FRACTIONS
MEASUREMENTGEOMETRY



Easier Terms for ELs and non-ELs

even
expanded form

odd
perimeter

circle
cube
edge
face

rectangle
square
triangle

triangular prism
vertex



Difficult Terms for ELs and Non-ELs with MD

array
difference
dividend
divisor
factor

product
quotient

remainder
sum

denominator
numerator

unit fraction

angle
right angle

line
line segment



Difficult Terms for ELs and Non-ELs with EQD + WPD

addend
array

difference
dividend
divisor

equation
factor

product
quotient

remainder
sum

denominator
equivalent 

fraction
fraction

numerator
unit fraction

angle
area

bar graph
pictograph
right angle
tally chart

line
line segment



Implications for Practice

Use formal math language

Use explicit instruction 



Formal Math Language

Use terms specifically

Use terms precisely



• Technical terms

• Subtechnical terms

• Symbolic terms

• General terms

trapezoid

cubebase degrees plane

numeratorrhombus addend

arc

twelveplus zero dollars and

answerabove measure longest outside

subtract



Instead of… Say…
“And the last one is 10.” “8, 9, 10. We’ll stop counting there 

but we could count more.”

“What number is in the tens 
place?”

“What digit is in the tens place?”

“Six hundred and forty-eight” “Six hundred forty-eight”

“Bigger number and smaller 
number”

“Number that is greater 
and the number that is 
less”
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“Numbers in the fraction” “This fraction is one 
number.”

“Top number and bottom 
number”

“Numerator and denominator”

“Reduce” “Find an equivalent fraction”

“One point two nine” “One and twenty-nine 
hundredths”
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Instead of… Say…
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Instead of… Say…

“Corner” “Angle”

“Flips, slides, and turns” “Reflections, translations, and 
rotations”

“Box or ball” “Cube or sphere”

“Long hand and short hand” “Minute hand and hour hand”





Planned
Examples

Clear 
Explanation

Independent 
Practice

Guided 
Practice

Modeling Practice

Supporting Practices
• Asking the right questions 
• Eliciting frequent responses
• Providing immediate specific feedback
•Maintaining a brisk pace

Explicit Instruction



Planned
Examples

Clear 
Explanation

Independent 
Practice

Guided 
Practice

Modeling Practice
You Do

Supporting Practices
• Asking the right questions 
• Eliciting frequent responses
• Providing immediate specific feedback
•Maintaining a brisk pace

“To solve 26 plus 79, I first decide about the operation. 
Do I add, subtract, multiply, or divide?”

“The plus sign tells me to add. So, I’ll add 26 plus 79. I’ll 
use the partial sums strategy. First, I add 20 plus 70. 
What’s 20 plus 70?”

“20 plus 70 is 90. I write 90 right here under the equal line.”

“Then I add 6 plus 9. What’s 6 plus 9?”

“6 plus 9 is 15. So, I write 15 here.” 

“Finally, we add the partial sums: 90 and 15. 90 plus 15 
is 105. So, 26 plus 79 equals 105.” 



Math Journals

MATH 
JOURNAL



Word Walls

http://www.starrspangledplanner.com/math-word-walls/



Vocabulary Cards



Math Games



Other Ideas



Thanks
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Exit Slip

1. What was most valuable part of today’s session?

2. What questions do you still have about the topics or the 
discussion?

3. Is there anything else you want me to know?


